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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction
This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) has been prepared by Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM)
for the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA).

A proposal for a 4.4 km upgrade and realignment of the Newell Highway, commencing at Bullus
Drive, to the south of the Moree town centre and rejoining the existing Highway at a position north
east of the Moree town centre, was approved by the Minister for Planning in July 2004 following
preparation of an EIS. However, detailed design of the route through the section between Frome
Street and the Gwydir Highway identified a number of opportunities to improve the route
alignment in order to improve safety and local access, and to reduce noise impacts to nearest
properties. The purpose of this REF is to assess the potential environmental impacts of realigning
this section of the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre from the EIS alignment
(Figure 1-1) to the Option 4 alignment (Figure 1-2).

The REF presents details of the proposal, assesses the existing natural and social environments,
describes the potential impacts on the environment, and presents safeguards to minimise and/or
remove identified impacts. It is prepared in accordance with Part V of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and includes a consideration of Clause 228 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.

Any findings of the REF would be considered when assessing:

 Whether the proposal is likely to have any significant impact on the environment and therefore
the necessity for an EIS under Section 112 of the EP&A Act; and

 The significance of any impact on threatened species as defined by the Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995, in accordance with the EP&A Act and therefore the requirement for a
Species Impact Statement (SIS).
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 Figure 1-1  EIS alignment

 Figure 1-2  Proposed modified alignment (Option 4)
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1.2 Background
Balo Street, the main street in Moree town centre, also functions as the Newell Highway, which is
part of the NSW State Highway network. Currently Balo Street is inundated with through traffic,
thirty percent of which is made up of articulated heavy vehicles. This contributes to congestion,
pedestrian conflict, noise and loss of amenity within the town centre. To reduce through traffic and
redirect traffic flow away from the Moree town centre, the RTA proposed the Newell Highway
bypass of the Moree town centre.

During the development of the project, eight main route options and numerous variations were
considered. The Preferred Route Corridor Selection Report (Egis 2000) concluded that “Option 2 -
Gosport Street be adopted as the preferred route corridor for the Newell Highway bypass of Moree
situated to the east of Moree town centre”. Some of the reasons for the selection of this option
were that it:

 Does not impact on Jellicoe Park recreation land;

 Contains no rail crossings to adversely affect cost and economic viability;

 Is generally parallel to the railway corridor thereby reducing potential flooding impacts;

 Is an alternative route for Carnarvon Highway heavy vehicle traffic;

 Will encourage greater local traffic use; and

 Has a lower capital cost.

The RTA recommended Option 2 – the Gosport Street Corridor as the preferred option for the
Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre, and this was accepted by the Department of
Transport and Regional Services (DOTARS) and announced by the Federal Minister for Transport
and Regional Services in June 2000.

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared on behalf of the RTA by Egis Consulting
and was displayed from 29 August 2002. Submissions were received until 29 October 2002 and
126 representations in total were received. The RTA’s Environmental Technology Branch prepared
a Representations Report (RR) in October 2003 outlining three design modifications developed as a
result of representations received. The modifications developed were:

1) Realignment between chainage 1300.00 and 1600.00 within railway land directly east of the
Moree Spa Baths;

2) Relocation of Gwydirfield link road to eastern side of bypass at chainage 2700.00; and

3) Provision of a ‘Seagull Type’ intersection layout instead of a ‘protected right turn’ intersection
at northern entry to bypass chainage 4050.00.
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The proposed modifications were assessed, and no substantial environmental impacts additional to
those discussed in the EIS were identified. The EIS proposal was changed to include these
modifications and the Preferred Activity is described in Chapter 7 of the Representations Report,
along with mitigation measures and commitments.

However, in the period between the completion and the approval of the EIS, a preferred modified
alignment between Frome Street and just south of the Gwydir Highway (Option 4) was identified.
This alignment has a safer geometric design and provides better separation of local and through
traffic. It also provides safer access and reduced noise impacts for business and residential
properties on Gosport Street. This REF has been prepared to examine the environmental issues
associated with this modified alignment.

1.3 Statutory Planning
The environmental planning system in NSW operates under the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979 (EP&A Act). The EP&A Act allows planning decisions to be made in the
context of environmental, economic and social issues at local, regional and state levels. Section 111
of the Act also requires that public authorities fully consider the environmental impacts of proposed
activities before undertaking them. In the case of the Option 4 alignment, environmental impacts
are assessed through the original EIS and the preparation of this REF. Guidance on what factors
must be taken into account when assessing the potential impacts of a proposal is provided in Clause
228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 2000. The Clause 228 “Checklist”
has been completed and included as Section 8 of this REF.

Assessment of this REF will be undertaken by the RTA’s environmental staff in order to assess the
significance of the potential impacts identified, and decide whether the proposals are likely to
significantly affect the environment within the meaning of Section 112 of the Act.

If the assessment concludes that the proposal is likely to significantly affect the environment, then
the RTA will prepare an EIS in accordance with Part V of the EP&A Act. If the assessment of the
REF concludes that the proposal is not likely to significantly affect the environment, then the RTA
will make a final decision as to whether to proceed with the proposal.

Within the context of the EP&A Act, the following statutory planning instruments guide the
location and nature of the proposed works:

 Local Environmental Plans (LEPs);

 Regional Environmental Plans (REPs);

 State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs); and

 New South Wales and Commonwealth Environmental Legislation.

It is therefore important to assess the proposed improvement works against these instruments.
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The planning information as stated in the EIS still applies to the site and no new planning
instruments and policies apply. The original EIS undertaken by Egis Consulting (August 2002)
details the original planning information within the study area.
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2. Project description

2.1 Location
The proposed Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre is a 4.4km length of road located
east of the Moree town centre, and generally running in a north-south direction. It can be divided
into an Urban Section and a Rural Section. The Urban Section is proposed to run from Bullus Drive
to the Mehi River. The Rural Section extends from the Mehi River Bridge to the Newell Highway
(north). The Option 4 alignment is approximately 1.2 km in length, and runs from Frome Street to
the just south of the Gwydir Highway (approximately chainage 1600.00) where it rejoins the EIS
alignment. Therefore, this REF concerns only a portion of the Urban section.

The proposed Option 4 alignment is located between 15 and 50 metres to the east of the EIS route
and runs broadly parallel to the railway line, through industrial/commercial, residential and railway
property (see Section 2.2 and 5.1.3 for more details). Some of the land impacted by this route was
to have been acquired by the RTA as part of the EIS alignment. The topography is flat, vegetation
comprises mainly weed-dominated grasslands and non-endemic street trees. The new alignment
will not cross any new waterways as compared with the EIS alignment.

Figure 2-1 shows the northern end of the Option 4 alignment looking south, and Figure 2-2 shows
the southern end of the Option 4 alignment looking north.
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 Figure 2-1 Looking south into Moree railway station from the northern
end of the Option 4 alignment

 Figure 2-2 Looking north along Gosport street from the southern end of Option 4
alignment (showing Grainland on the left)
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2.2 Proposal Details
With the aim to produce an overall improved design, the proposed Option 4 alignment will
necessitate the following modifications to the EIS alignment:

 The alignment would shift approximately 15.0m east between Frome Street and Jones Avenue.

 From Jones Avenue north, the alignment would then run parallel to the existing rail line,
passing through Guy Roberts Commodities, Mobil Oil, railway land leased by Fluid Rail,
vacant railway land and Caltex.

 South of the Gwydir Highway/bypass intersection, at approximately Chainage 1600.00, the
alignment would then rejoin the EIS alignment.

 Much of the new alignment would be constructed on what is currently railway land, leaving
Gosport Street as a service road with a wide cul-de-sac at its southern end.

The proposal has a number of safety, access and community benefits such as:

 Better separation of local and through traffic;

 A safer geometry of the road for vehicle speed;

 Better access to residences and businesses along Gosport Street; and

 Less noise and vibration impacts on residences and businesses along Gosport Street.

2.3 Costs
The REF alignment would have little impact on construction cost estimates, when compared with
estimates for the EIS alignment.

2.4 Timing and Staging
The Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre is proposed to be constructed in two stages.
The following is the proposed staging and associated timing for each stage:

Contract number Description Estimated start date Construction duration

1 Mehi River Bridge, Creek
Culverts and Northern Section
Roadworks

September 2005 12 Months

2 Southern Section Roadworks February 2006 12 Months

The study area of this REF falls with Contract Number 2, and is therefore proposed to begin in
February 2006 and take approximately twelve months.
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2.5 Specialist Studies
Information from existing specialist studies as incorporated into the EIS has been used to assess the
environmental impact of this proposal as detailed in Section 5.2. This investigation has found that
the environmental impact of the Option 4 alignment is the same or an improvement upon the EIS
alignment in most cases (a summary is provided in Section 7). However, the major environmental
impact of the proposal will be that of noise and vibration, and therefore an additional noise and
vibration assessment has been carried out as detailed in Section 5.2.1 and Appendix A.

2.6 Consultation

Community Consultation
Previous community consultation for the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre
includes:

 A detailed discussion of the community consultation undertaken during the course of the EIS,
included in Working paper No. 30 – Community Involvement Report;

 EIS display and Representations Report; and

 Five conditions relating to community consultation (MPA 17 to MPA 21) in the Minister for
Planning’s Approval Conditions (July 2004).

The community was also involved in commenting on and discussing the Option 4 alignment as
follows:

 At the Community Liaison Group (CLG) meeting on the 20th January 2005, the Option 4
alignment was presented as an alterative to the EIS alignment and discussed among the group.
The group expressed a strong preference for the Option 4 alignment.

 On the 6th of April 2005, fifty-two (52) properties were approached by SKM and the RTA and
asked for their comments on the Option 4 alignment. The properties visited included
residential properties on the eastern side of the proposed alignment (houses on Morton Street
and Oak Street between Adelaide and Anne Streets; houses on Robinson Street); and
residential and business properties along Gosport Street, between Frome Street and the Moree
Spa Baths. Residents were provided with maps showing the EIS alignment compared to the
Option 4 alignment, an opportunity for discussion and a toll-free number to call with concerns,
as well as comment forms with reply-paid envelopes. The feedback from these residents is
discussed in Section 5.2.8.

Should residents have any further concerns, the Community Liaison Plan will detail mitigation
measures available to address these concerns.
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Other Consultation
The following Rail Authorities have been consulted in the preparation of the Option 4 Alignment:

 The Australian Rail Track Corporation;
 CountryLink (in regards to the Moree Station car park requirements); and
 NSW level rail crossing committee (in regards to the Gwydir Highway/Newell Highway

bypass intersection and existing/proposed level pedestrian crossings).

The RTA have also held discussions with private owners that will be effected by the Option 4
alignment including:

 Caltex;
 Mobil Oil
 Fluid Rail; and
 Guy Roberts Commodities.
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3. Strategic Stage

3.1 General
The proposed alignment would result in an overall improved geometric design, with fewer conflicts
between through traffic and local access and therefore a safer section of road. Gosport Street could
remain as a service road, providing safer access to businesses and residential properties along the
street. Properties on the west of the bypass would benefit from reduced noise impact, while
properties on the east of the bypass would have an increased noise impact, but still be separated
from the bypass by the railway line.

3.2 Justification and Need
The main objective of the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre is to reduce the
amount of heavy vehicular traffic within the Moree town centre.

During the development of the project, eight main route options and numerous variations were
considered. The Preferred Route Corridor Selection Report (Egis 2000) concluded that “Option 2 -
Gosport Street be adopted as the preferred route corridor for the Newell Highway bypass of Moree
situated to the east of Moree town centre” and this option was accepted by the Department of
Traffic and Regional Services (DOTARS) and announced by the Federal Minister for Transport
and Regional Services in June 2000.

However, during the design process it has become apparent that a modification to the EIS
alignment between Frome Street and the Gwydir highway intersection may provide an improved
geometric design with an improved overall impact on adjacent businesses and residences. The
Option 4 alignment provides a better bypass design, leaving Gosport Street as a service road and
providing better separation of local and through traffic than the EIS alignment.

This alignment (Option 4) is now considered to be the preferred option for the bypass at this
section of road.
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4. Concept Stage

4.1 Proposal Objectives
There are two main objectives of the Option 4 alignment:

 To provide a safer portion of road for all users with improved geometric design; and

 To provide an overall more positive outcome for adjacent residents compared to the EIS
alignment with respect to access issues and overall noise impacts.

4.2 Options Considered and Proposal Selection
The majority of the EIS alignment of the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre will
remain unchanged from the original route selected and accepted by the Department of Transport
and Regional Services in 2000. However, the Option 4 alignment between Frome Street and the
Gwydir Highway intersection is now considered to be the preferred option for the bypass at this
section of road.

4.3 Description of Site and Surroundings
The proposed Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre is a 4.4km length of road located
east of the Moree town centre, and generally running in a north-south direction. The Option 4
alignment is approximately 1.2 km in length, and is located at the southern end of the proposed
bypass, between Frome Street to south of the Gwydir Highway/bypass intersection (at
approximately Chainage 1600.00).

Immediately to the east of the proposed Option 4 alignment is the railway line. Beyond this, at a
distance of approximately 70 metres, are residential properties. The area to the west of the new
alignment consists of commercial, residential and railway property. All residential properties on the
strip of land between the railway and Gosport Street have been purchased by the RTA.
Negotiations are underway to acquire commercial properties required for the alignment.
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5. Detailed Assessment Stage

5.1 Design Considerations

5.1.1 Construction activities
The RTA would be responsible for managing the proposal, and RTA employees and contractors
would undertake all construction activities. All construction materials are readily available from
commercial suppliers.

It is likely that road construction would generally involve the following activities:

 Earthworks;

 Traffic controls;

 Drainage works;

 Pavement construction;

 Linemarking; and

 Signposting.

Construction activities would be undertaken between the following hours, in accordance with the
construction hours outlined in the Minister for Planning’s Approval (MPA) Conditions for the
project (MPA27):

 Monday to Friday: 7:00am to 6:00pm

 Saturdays: 8:00am to 1:00pm

 Sundays and Public Holidays: No work

Works may be undertaken outside these hours where:

 The delivery of materials is required outside these hours by the Police or other authorities for
safety reasons;

 It is required in an emergency to avoid the loss of lives, property and/or to prevent
environmental harm; or

 The work is identified in the Construction Noise and Vibration Management Sub Plan and
approved as part of the CEMP. Local residents should be informed of the timing and duration
of work approved under this item at least 48 hours before that work commences.

Other aspects of construction would be managed as per the Environmental Management Plans
(EMPs) for the bypass as a whole.
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5.1.2 Existing and Forecast Traffic
Both the EIS and Option 4 alignment will perform equally as well under existing and forecast
traffic volumes.

Further information on other traffic and transport advantages that the Option 4 alignment would
have over the EIS alignment is provided in Section 5.2.4.

5.1.3 Property acquisitions
Table 5-1 shows the properties that will need to be acquired by the RTA for the Option 4
alignment from Frome Street northwards. The reference numbers refer to the property inventories
shown in Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. Properties Q13, Q14 and Q17 need only be
purchased in part.

 Table 5-1 Property acquisitions required for the Option 4 alignment

Reference
number

Address Use Purchase and demolition status

Q1* 488 Frome Street, Don’s
Smash Repairs

Commercial Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q2 460 Gosport Street Residential Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q5 448 Gosport Street Residential Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q6 444 Gosport Street Residential Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q7 442 Gosport Street Residential Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q8 422 Gosport Street Residential Purchased by RTA, planned to be
demolished

Q9 and Q10** Guy Roberts Commodities Commercial To be purchased by RTA and
demolished

Q11 and
Q12**

Mobil Oil Commercial /
Industrial

To be purchased by RTA and
demolished

Q13 and Q14 Caltex Commercial /
Industrial

Part of property to be purchased by
RTA

Q17 Railway land, part of which
is leased to Fluid Rail

Commercial /
vacant

Part of property (Fluid Rail lease) to be
purchased by RTA

M1* Railway yard and building Railway To be purchased by RTA and
demolished

M2* Railway yard and building Railway To be purchased by RTA and
demolished

* These properties would have been purchased under the EIS alignment as well
**Under the EIS alignment, parts of these properties would have been acquired. Under the Option 4
alignment they will need to be acquired in full.
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 Figure 5-1 Property inventory around the southern section of the Option 4 alignment
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 Figure 5-2 Property inventory around the central section of the Option 4 alignment
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 Figure 5-3  Property inventory around the northern section of the Option 4 alignment
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5.1.4 Waste Disposal
The same procedures for the EIS alignment will be followed for the Option 4 alignment as laid out
in the Waste Management and Reuse Sub Plan.

5.2 Environmental Impact Assessment

5.2.1 Noise and Vibration
A Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment was carried out for the Option 4 alignment (see
Appendix A).  This section summarises the main findings of that assessment.

Legislative and Other Requirements

Noise

Road traffic noise goals identified in the EIS are applied from the Department of Environment and
Conservation’s (DEC) Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise (ECRTN) guideline.  The
appropriate noise goals for the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre are listed in
Table 5-2 below.  The assessment methodology and application of the noise criteria are taken from
the RTA’s Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM).

 Table 5-2 Road Traffic Noise Base Criteria

Road category Daytime Levels Night-time levels
New Freeway LAeq (15hour)  55 dB (A) LAeq (9hour) 50 dB (A)
Redevelopment of an existing
freeway

LAeq (15hour)  60 dB (A) LAeq (9hour) 55 dB (A)

The road category applicable for the realignment is that of a New Freeway and is defined in the
ECRTN as:

“New freeway/arterial refers to a freeway, arterial or sub-arterial road that is proposed on a
‘corridor’ that has not previously been a freeway, arterial or sub-arterial road; or an existing
freeway, arterial or sub-arterial that is being substantially realigned.”

Vibration

Vibration has different effects depending on the where the impacts are encountered.  The effects
could be seen as damage to a building structure or it may even be felt by the occupants of a
building causing disruption to daily activities. These impacts have different standards detailing the
criteria for allowable levels of vibration.  The two documents used to assess these impacts are:

 Human Comfort - Vibration from operations with regard to human comfort within a building
envelope should comply with the British Standard BS 6472: - 1992 Evaluation of Human
Exposure to Vibration in Buildings.
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 Criteria for Building Structures - Vibration from activities with regard to building damage
will comply with the German standard DIN 4150: Part 3 – 1999 Effects of Vibration on
Structures.

Of the two, the human comfort criteria have the most stringent vibration levels to be achieved and
are often used as the project specific criteria. Predictions carried out for the EIS indicated that
vibration impacts for the project are not expected to result in levels that will exceed the human
comfort criteria.

Noise and Vibration Impacts

Identification of Sensitive receivers

Noise sensitive receivers potentially affected by the proposed re-alignment have been described in
the EIS and are reproduced in Table 3-2 in Appendix A.  Where more than one property may be
affected in the immediate area, representative residential addresses for receiver locations have been
identified as part of a Noise Catchment Area (NCA). The concept of NCA is used where there are
several receivers in the general vicinity of proposed works.  The nearest affected receiver will be
nominated as being representative of the wider group within the NCA.  This key receiver will then
be used to identify noise mitigation requirements for itself and the other nearby residences.

Figure 5-4 shows the area covered by each NCA. While the EIS did not identify the NCAs W and
Z, they have been included in this assessment as the result of increased noise levels from the
proposed Option 4 realignment.

Methodology

The model has assumed traffic volumes as well as vehicle speeds consistent with the EIS along
with Dense Grade Asphaltic Concrete (DGAC) pavement for comparison to the EIS option.  There
is the possibility that the posted vehicle speeds will be increased to 70 km/h for the southern
section of the bypass.  The heavy vehicle content of a road section will affect the noise levels
attributable to a change in posted speeds.  Based on the traffic figures for the Newell Highway
bypass of the Moree town centre, an increase of approximately 1 dB(A) in the predicted noise
levels would be expected.

Predicted Noise Impacts

The night time noise levels for traffic on the bypass are typically only 2 dB(A) below the estimated
day time levels.  As the night time noise limits are more stringent than those during the day, night
time levels will tend to be the controlling noise influence on the project.

Noise predictions were made for the residences in the noise catchment zones K, O, R, N, W, and Z,
shown in Figure 5-4.  Noise impacts for the proposed realignment are expected to decrease by
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between 6-7 dB(A) for residences to the west of the bypass and increase by between 2-5 dB(A) for
residences to the east of the bypass.  In all cases except for NCA Z1, the night time traffic noise
impacts are predicted to be above the ECRTN criterion.  Figure 5-5 presents the results of noise
modelling without mitigation measures.  Figure 5-6 shows the predicted night time noise contours
with barriers.  The noise level s predicted with mitigation are however, only for barriers and do not
represent the noise levels after architectural treatments.  For an indication of the outside noise level
(at a given location) after architectural treatments, reference may be made to Figure 5-5.
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 Figure 5-4 Noise Catchment Areas
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 Figure 5-5 Predicted LAeq 9hr (Night) Noise Contours Without Mitigation
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 Figure 5-6 Predicted LAeq 9hr (Night) Noise Contours Including Noise Barriers
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 Figure 5-7 Proposed Bypass Re-alignment Noise Barriers
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Noise mitigation in the form of noise walls and earth mounds has been used on other projects to
reduce the predicted traffic noise levels to within the ECRTN criterion.  Figure 5-7 shows the
location and heights of the proposed noise barriers in relation to the affected residences.  In practice
these noise barriers could be earth mounds or noise walls.  The option of architectural treatments
over noise barriers should be considered where the impacts are limited to only several residences.
However, for the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre a traditional cost benefit
analysis may not reflect the true cost of noise barriers due to the possible cost savings of the
relocation of excess spoil (see below).  The use of noise barriers shown in Figure 5-7 will bring all
except for K7, R2, and R5 to below the ECRTN Night time criterion.  All properties east of the
railway line are predicted to be below the criterion.

Predicted Vibration Impacts

The EIS predicted that operational vibration levels would not be exceeded within 20 metres of the
road.  The proposed re-alignment will move the road up to a maximum of 60 metres further away
from residential and commercial receivers.  The residences on the eastern side of the bypass will
still be in excess of 90 metres from the road where the re-alignment is proposed.

Noise and Vibration Management Measures
The realignment of the bypass will be a new traffic noise impact for the residences parallel to the
road between chainages 400 to 1500.  However the realignment of the road will provide a better
opportunity to implement mitigation for affected residences along this section of the project route.
The predicted noise impacts will need to be mitigated to reduce the estimated level to the criterion
level detailed in Table 5-2.

A range of noise mitigation measures could be employed to manage road traffic noise at nearby
residences.  While these measures may provide an acoustic benefit in some cases, the cost and
practicality of implementation can limit the use of some options. Some of these mitigation options
provide a benefit to the wider community (e.g. noise barriers and quiet pavements) while others are
more specifically designed to benefit an individual residence (e.g. architectural treatments).  The
following generalised measures would be considered as part of the overall plan to manage road
traffic noise as the result of the revised alignment.

 Pavement Surfacing in noise sensitive areas: Different road surfaces result in different noise
emissions from roadways, particularly at higher traffic speeds.

 Noise mounds and/or roadside barriers: Landscaped noise mounds and/or roadside barriers
are common along many sections of existing road networks in Australia.  The required location
and height of mounds and barriers is determined, in part, by the prevailing noise levels and the
topography of the immediate area.  They can be difficult to use effectively in situations where
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access is required to the property, and their use can result in visual impacts, and
overshadowing when located close to a dwelling.

 Architectural acoustic treatment of existing dwellings: Treatments in the form of window
glazing upgrades or the installation of air-conditioning or mechanical ventilation systems so
that windows and doors may be kept closed may be considered reasonable and feasible in
certain cases.

The use of noise mounds for the project is an option for the re-alignment, as this will provide the
wider community with a reduced noise impact.  In addition, vegetated noise mounds are considered
more visually attractive than barriers and would have the additional benefits of providing a cost-
effective and environmentally sustainable use of excess spoil for noise mitigation measures has a
twofold purpose for the project.

It is recognised that while there are benefits of this method of noise mitigation, the use of earth
mounds will be restricted by the availability of land space next to the proposed re-alignment.

The use of architectural treatments for noise mitigation is generally limited to the installation of
mechanical ventilation systems so that the windows and doors can remain closed and thereby
reduce the internal noise levels.  The effectiveness of this type of noise mitigation is also heavily
reliant on the construction of the building to which it is being applied.

The cost of implementing specific mitigation strategies for the project cannot be finalised at this
stage of the project (Detailed design required for the Southern Section). The type of mitigation used
would ultimately rely on the amount of excess spoil and associated relocation costs, the availability
of land for resale, the cost of noise walls and the effectiveness of architectural treatments. A
combination of earth mounds, noise walls and architectural treatments/ ventilation may result in the
most cost-effective outcome to achieve the ECRTN criterion levels.  For example a 2m high earth
mound with a 1.5m wall would achieve a similar result as a 3.5m wall or mound.  Where the
criterion cannot be met with this method at some residences, further treatments may be offered.

5.2.2 Air Quality

Construction
The proposed construction of the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre has the
potential to impact on local air quality through emissions of dust particles and exhaust emissions
during the bulk earthworks phase of the project. It is not anticipated that there will be any
significant difference in these emissions during construction of the Option 4 alignment compared to
the EIS alignment.
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The mitigation measures outlined in the EIS were based on some residential and commercial
property along Gosport Street being immediately adjacent to construction activity. With the
proposed new alignment, these properties will be further from the bypass. Conversely, residences
on the eastern side of the bypass will be closer to the construction activity with Option 4, but still
not as close as the residences to the west would have been with the EIS alignment. In addition, the
railway line would act as a buffer to construction for these properties. Therefore, the mitigation
recommended for construction air quality under the EIS alignment should be sufficient to
ameliorate negative impacts.

The impacts on local air quality from the proposed construction are expected to be due primarily to
the following activities:

 Bulldozing and grading;

 Excavation and loading of materials to trucks;

 Movement of vehicles over unsealed and sealed surfaces;

 Dumping of materials;

 Laying of new road surface materials such as gravel and bitumen; and

 Wind erosion of exposed areas and stockpiles.

A summary of the mitigation measures from the EIS (7-12) follows:

 Establishment of an air quality monitoring program including dust monitoring equipment. It is
considered important that this commence as soon as possible to collect sufficient background
data prior to the commencement of construction works.  This is particularly important in a
rural area such as Moree where agricultural activities can result in significant dust impacts
usually over short term duration.  A sound appreciation of the likely impact of such events
within the study area prior to construction will be important in differentiating such events from
road construction dust impacts once monitoring has commenced.

 Consultation with potentially affected residents prior to works being undertaken and ongoing
throughout the construction process;

 Employment of water sprays and tankers to dampen unsealed roads, stockpiles and other open
areas;

 Washing down of vehicles to remove mud prior to leaving the construction areas;

 Dampening or covering of stockpiles to ensure proper stabilisation;

 Suspension of dust-generating work as necessary during extreme conditions such as very hot,
dry and windy weather;

 Covering of open trucks transporting spoil and fill;
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 Stabilisation of exposed areas through revegetation or similar means as soon as possible
following construction;

 Prohibition of the burning of timber and other combustible materials; and

 Maintenance of construction equipment to reduce potential for excessive emissions.

In the event that road construction dust impacts are potentially impacting on off-site receivers,
additional campaign based dust monitoring may be required to investigate such events.  Typical
elements of campaign based dust monitoring include:

 Real-time measurement of TSP and / or PM10 with DustTrak or similar device;

 Corresponding wind speed and direction measurement such that dust sources and impacts can
be identified; and

 Assessment to determine which specific activities are causing dust nuisance and
recommendation for ameliorative measures if required.

Operation
There will be no difference in the operational air quality between the Option 4 alignment and the
EIS alignment. Any negative impacts of operational air quality will be less on properties to the
west of the bypass with the Option 4 alignment since they will be further away from the bypass.
Residences on the eastern side of the bypass will be more affected by any negative impacts of
operational air quality with Option 4, but still not as affected as the residences to the west would
have been with the EIS alignment. In addition, the railway line and noise mound / wall would
separate these properties from the bypass.

5.2.3 Flooding and Drainage

Flooding
A large amount of land in and around Moree is subject to flooding due to the flat topography of the
area. During large floods, the Moree town centre can become inundated with water, although not
on a regular basis. The EIS for the Northern Section alignment was designed to accommodate a 1
in 20 year average recurrent interval (ARI) flood event. The Southern Section relevant to this REF
is not flood prone and it will not be compromised with the Option 4 alignment.

Drainage
The EIS alignment proposed to make use of the existing Gosport Street drainage system and
therefore pavement levels could not be altered to those already existing on Gosport Street. The new
drainage services proposed for the Option 4 alignment improve on the drainage services proposed
for the EIS alignment because they:
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 Reduce the impact on existing drainage services in Gosport Street;

 Allow for a raised road design to improve the drainage system;

 Reduce pavement area; and

 Reduce earthworks.

North of Adelaide Street, the drainage system will consist of kerb and gutter, an underground pit
and a piped drainage network. This length of roadway will drain into the proposed detention pond
located just north of Alice Street between Morton Street and the bypass, and then stormwater from
the detention pond would flow down River Street before discharging into the Mehi River.

South of Adelaide Street down to the connection with Frome Street, the drainage system will
generally consist of shallow grass swales both to the east and west of the proposed bypass road. A
piped drainage system will be used in conjunction with the drainage swales. The piped system will
connect to the existing underground drainage systems in Amaroo Drive and Jones Avenue. Section
5.2.11 details how the stormwater will be treated.

5.2.4 Traffic and Transport
Table 5-3 presents a comparison between the EIS alignment and the Option 4 alignment with
respect to traffic and transport.
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 Table 5-3 Comparison between the EIS alignment and the Option 4 alignment with
respect to traffic and transport

Issue EIS alignment Option 4 alignment Impact of
Option 4

Access issues Difficulty in accessing some of the
existing properties on the western
side of Gosport Street.

Gosport Street would act as a
service road, improving access to
western properties between
Frome Street and Anne Street.

Positive

Separation of
local and
through traffic

Because of the multiple
connections between the Bypass
and the local road system,
separation of local and through
traffic is not achieved to the extent
possible in Option 4.

Better separation of local and
bypass traffic. No local traffic has
direct access from Thompsons
Avenue or Adelaide Street,
therefore reducing conflict points.

Positive

Speed Existing constraints and geometry
will restrict the speed limit to 50
km/hr.

Incorporation of 240m radii curves
enables the achievement of a
better design speed (the southern
section can be signposted to 60 or
70km/hr). Generally provides
safer horizontal and vertical
geometry.

Positive

During
construction

Increased traffic management
would be required, as sections of
this alignment will need to be built
under traffic.

A bypass alignment clear of
Gosport Street would improve
safety during construction, as
there would be reduced traffic
management issues.

Positive

Road cross
section

Present availability of space limits
the width of shoulder that can be
provided. Contributions will be
required from Moree Plains Shire
Council.

Provides opportunity to increase
shoulder width if required.
Lower or no contribution required
from Council.

Positive

Pedestrian
crossing

Pedestrians from East Moree
would need to cross the railway
and the bypass in order to reach
the Moree town centre.

Pedestrians from East Moree
would need to cross the railway,
the bypass and Gosport Street in
order to reach the Moree town
centre.

Negative

5.2.5 Flora and Fauna
All of the four vegetation communities discussed in the EIS fall in the area north of the Option 4
alignment and as such are unaffected by the proposed alignment change. In relation to vegetation
south of the River, the EIS states:

‘vegetation to be removed from the urban areas on the southern side of the Mehi River consists
of weed-dominated grasslands and non-endemic street tree plantings, with a few remnant
native trees close to the river’ (EIS Section 10.2.4).
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The Option 4 alignment would require removal of several such street trees between Frome Street
and Jones Avenue. Given the findings of the EIS, and the fact that Option 4 is not located near the
Mehi River, it is not considered that further specialist assessment of their significance was required.

5.2.6 Land Use
The EIS alignment between Frome Street and the Moree Spa Baths proposed to utilise the existing
Gosport Street road corridor for the bypass. Land use along this stretch of Gosport Street includes
business and residential properties. The Option 4 alignment proposes to make use of under-utilised
railway land instead of Gosport Street for the bypass. This would allow Gosport Street to remain as
a service road with no change in land use to properties on the western side of Gosport Street.

Zoning along the EIS alignment was changed to Special Uses (5) – Community Purposes, which
permits railways and road uses. Moree Shire Plains Council is currently in the process of amending
its LEP to rezone land potentially impacted by the Option 4 alignment for this same use.

In future, it is possible that the RTA may choose to seek a rezoning of some surplus land within
this corridor for other uses such as Business (3), Industrial (4) or Public Open Space (6a).

Additional properties that would need to acquired with the Option 4 alignment are outlined in
Section 5.1.3 and Table 5-1.

5.2.7 Economic and Business Impacts

Economic Impacts
The EIS describes the possible economic impact of the bypass on existing and future business
within the town, and assesses the road user economic analysis of the project itself in terms of ‘value
for money’ (EIS Chapter 12, Working Paper No. 9).

Since the Option 4 alignment is a relatively minor change with regards to the overall route of the
bypass, it is most likely that there will be little or no change in the economic impacts on the Moree
town centre resulting from the change in alignment. Instead, economic impacts are predicted to be
mostly local in nature, affecting businesses and residences to the east and west of the Option 4
alignment.

Business Impacts
In April 2005, SKM approached business properties along Gosport Street between Frome Street
and the Moree Spa Baths, and asked their comments on the Option 4 alignment. It was generally
perceived that the Option 4 alignment would have a better economic impact on these properties
than the EIS alignment for the following reasons:
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 The retention of Gosport Street as a service road would result in little or no change from the
current access to businesses; and

 Access to properties would also be less affected by the bypass with the Option 4 alignment.

This may ameliorate decreasing amenity that could result from being situated on the bypass itself.

Properties on the east of the railway were also approached for comment. It was felt that the Option
4 alignment may result in a decrease in property price due to an increase in proximity to the bypass.

5.2.8 Social Impacts
Fifty-two (52) business and residential properties were approached by SKM on the 6th of April
2005 and asked their comments on the Option 4 alignment. They were provided with maps
showing the EIS alignment compared to the Option 4 alignment and given a toll-free number to call
with concerns, as well as comment forms with reply-paid envelopes. The feedback from these
residents has been incorporated into this section.

For properties on the western side of the bypass (both business and residential), the Option 4
alignment is perceived to have largely positive social impacts when compared to the EIS alignment
including:

 Decreased disturbance during construction;

 Decreased noise, vibration and air pollution from traffic during operation of the bypass; and

 Better and safer access to properties using Gosport Street as a service road.

For properties on the eastern side of the bypass (residential properties), the Option 4 alignment is
perceived to have largely negative social impacts when compared to the EIS alignment including:

 Increased disturbance during construction;

 Increased noise, vibration and air pollution from traffic during operation of the bypass;

 Decrease in property amenity due to increased proximity to bypass;

 Relocation due to property acquisitions;

 Safety concerns for pedestrians who must cross both the bypass and Gosport Street to reach the
town centre instead of just crossing the bypass;

 Loss of rear lane access for houses on Robinson Street due to the positioning of a noise
mound;

 Concerns regarding the possibility of a noise wall or mound included:
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– Decreased access to the west should a noise wall or mound be constructed between the
railway and the properties;

– Increased security concerns for houses at either end of the noise wall / mound if all
pedestrian traffic is channelled to either side of the noise wall / mound;

– Decrease in shade if trees must be removed for the construction of the noise wall / mound;

– Possible property acquisition required for the noise wall / mound;

– Concern that the noise mound may be used as a bike ramp; and

– Concern that the noise wall / mound will further sever East Moree from the section of
Moree which is west of the bypass.

Concerns about changes to noise levels east of the railway line would be addressed during noise
monitoring and through appropriate community consultation. Air quality impacts assessed in the
EIS indicated that ground level concentrations of pollutants at a distance of 10 metres from the
route were within specified guideline levels and that health impacts would be minimal. Given the
70m distance between the Option 4 alignment and residential properties to the east, and the quality
of the road surface, it is unlikely that vibration would be noticeable when the route is operational.

Should noise mitigation measures include a noise wall or mound, this could have a positive impact
in stopping illegal pedestrian crossings over the railway line, by channelling pedestrians north to
the official pedestrian crossings at the Moree railway station. However, should people wish to cross
the railway line south of the noise wall / mound, there is still no official pedestrian crossing.

Mitigation measures to address the issues above include:

 Detailed noise studies to identify expected impacts and implementation of measures such as
architectural treatments or construction of a vegetated noise wall / mound. This is discussed in
Section 5.2.1;

 Tree planting and landscaping to address issues of shade and to prevent the noise mound being
used as a bike ramp (see Section 5.2.9);

 Incorporation of suitable number of pedestrian refuges and signalised intersections along the
bypass; and

 On-going consultation with potentially affected community members regarding noise studies,
noise and other potential impacts and mitigation measures and construction processes and
timing (see Section 6.1, Table 6-1).

5.2.9 Landscape, Visual and Urban Design Issues
The EIS alignment along Gosport Street provided the potential for street planting by Moree Shire
Council as part of the Moree Township Street Tree Planting Sketch Plan. In addition, a landscape
plan is specifically being developed for the Heritage Precinct identified in the EIS in the vicinity of
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the Railway Station, Victoria Hotel and Moree Spa Baths, and a park is proposed between the
bypass and Gosport Street north of Alice Street.

Under the Option 4 alignment proposal, the landscape plan would be revised to accommodate the
new route but still adhere to the principles outlined in the EIS. The potential for street planting by
Moree Shire Council as part of the Moree Township Street Tree Planting Sketch Plan could still be
realised along the bypass south of the Heritage Precinct. A combination of sculptured landform and
tree and shrub planting would still be used to provide screening and a framework for the
recognition of the Moree Heritage Precinct. Construction of a vegetated noise mound or wall on the
eastern, and possibly western, side of the bypass would provide additional landscaping
opportunities and provide noise mitigation for houses along Morton Street. Some of the land which
remains between the Option 4 alignment and Gosport Street could potentially be used to provide
increased open space for parkland or urban design features.

5.2.10 Indigenous and Non-indigenous Heritage

Indigenous Heritage
The EIS describes five indigenous heritage sites of potential archaeological significance. Of these,
only the Moree Spa Baths is in the vicinity of the Option 4 alignment. The bypass will be further
away from the Spa Baths with the Option 4 alignment than it would have been with the EIS
alignment, thus reducing vibration and noise impacts on the Spa Baths.

Concerns highlighted in the EIS which will have less of an impact with the Option 4 alignment
include:

 Damage from vibration during construction;

 Traffic-induced vibration during operation of the bypass;

 Construction noise disturbance; and

 Operational noise disturbance.

Should a noise mound be constructed on the western side of the proposed alignment, noise and
vibration impacts would be minimised, as outlined in Section 5.2.1.

The establishment of a Heritage Precinct and associated urban and landscape treatments in the
vicinity of the Spa Baths would be designed to accommodate the new route alignment.
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Non-indigenous heritage
The EIS describes three listed non-indigenous heritage items in the vicinity of the Option 4
alignment:

 The Moree Spa Baths. The Spa Baths would benefit from reduced impacts with the Option 4
alignment as discussed above under Indigenous Heritage.

 The Victoria Hotel. The Victoria Hotel would also benefit from reduced impacts with the
Option 4 alignment, which proposes to move the bypass east and away from the hotel. The
main concern raised in the EIS was the exceedance of noise level criteria which would be
mitigated by architectural modifications to the hotel. Noise mitigation measures proposed for
this area are outlined in Section 5.2.1.

 The Moree Railway Station Group. The two island platform buildings of the Moree Railway
Station are of State significance. With the Option 4 alignment, the bypass would be closer to
these buildings but would not require their demolition. The buildings would still benefit from
the creation of a Heritage Precinct and associated urban and landscape treatments as discussed
in the EIS.

There are no unlisted items with heritage value in the vicinity of the Option 4 alignment.

5.2.11 Water Quality
The EIS states that potential impacts on water quality as a result of the proposed bypass may occur
as a result of erosion and sediment transport during construction and operation, and potential
spillage or addition of pollutants to waterways.

Erosion and Sediment Control
The Option 4 alignment would not result in any additional erosion and sediment control issues over
those identified in the EIS.

Mitigation measures identified in the EIS (Section 17.3.1) for erosion and sediment control that
would still be adhered to under the Option 4 alignment include:

 Installation of  trash racks/GPT's (Gross Pollutant Traps) to prevent litter from discharging into
receiving waters;

 Diversion of drainage to detention basins before entering the river system;

 Staging of works to minimise soil and vegetation disturbance;

 Completion of permanent waterway protection works as soon as possible;

 Placement of silt traps along downstream ends of tabledrains, runoff areas, catch drains and
sediment ponds;

 Construction of sediment ponds to collect excess sediment;
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 Identify buffer strips to minimise disturbance to the surrounding area;

 Retention of existing vegetation to prevent soil exposure and to filter sediment from
construction site runoff;

 Stabilising exposed areas through vegetation or similar means as soon as possible following
construction;

 Regular inspections of erosion and sediment controls immediately after a rainfall event;

 Regular inspection of silt traps and sediment ponds; and

 Training of site personnel to ensure proper implementation of the erosion and sediment control
plans.

Water Pollution Control
The Option 4 alignment would not result in any additional water pollution control issues over those
identified in the EIS.

Mitigation measures identified in the EIS (Section 17.3.2) for water pollution that would still be
adhered to under the Option 4 alignment include:

 Installation of sediment traps;

 Directing stormwater runoff which may contain contaminants and suspended particles, into
stormwater drains to reduce runoff to the road and hence reduce the pollutant-laden water
which may have otherwise entered the surrounding area;

 Installation of a trash racks / permanent GPT's;

 Construction of water sediment ponds to trap and filter road runoff;

 Construction of earth drains along the side of the proposed bypass to concentrate flow into
basins and chemical spillage ponds;

 Provision of bunding to areas for storage of hazardous liquids;

 Development and implementation of an ongoing maintenance program for the road, including
inspections and clean outs of temporary sediment  basins;

 Minimisation of the use of fertilisers and pesticides during the operation phase;

 Clean up of chemical or sediment escape to a state no less than that prior to discharge; and

 Maintenance of drains to ensure continued effectiveness.
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5.2.12 Topography, Geology and Soils
The EIS describes the topography, geology and soils in the study area (Chapter 18).

The geotechnical investigation conducted by the RTA indicated that the sub-surface of the route
consists of heavy/grey silty clay of high plasticity and low strength, and that the soil is highly
expansive. Special treatment is required for construction on these predominantly grey to brown
cracking clays with darker grey or black cracking soils.

The EIS alignment between Frome Street and Anne Street was to be mainly along the existing
Gosport Street, and proposed to use the existing Gosport pavement as much as possible. Parts of
the existing drainage system were also to be incorporated into the pavement reconstruction. The
proposed Option 4 alignment will require a new pavement and drainage system to be installed and,
as such, will require foundation preparation under the road to ensure the road’s design life.

Normal procedures to prevent erosion and siltation, especially during and following earthworks,
will be included in work practices (as outlined in Section 5.2.11).

5.2.13 Hazards and Risks

Traffic accidents
The EIS outlines traffic accidents as a potential hazard associated with the proposed bypass, but
suggests that the proposed bypass would be safer than conditions on the current highway as the
exposure to intersections would be less.

In addition to this, the horizontal and vertical geometry of the Option 4 alignment is safer than the
EIS alignment, and the incorporation of 240m radii curves enables the achievement of a better
design speed (the southern section can be sign posted to 60 or 70km/hr).

Land uses
 Surveys undertaken during the EIS process identified the potential operational hazard of trucks

manoeuvring or reversing within the road corridor to gain access to properties within Gosport
Street. This hazard would no longer be an issue with the Option 4 alignment which proposes to
run parallel to the railway line and leave Gosport Street as a service road.

 Another hazard identified by the EIS is the existing fuel depot land usage. With the EIS
alignment, the bypass would run past four existing fuel depots alongside Gosport Street. The
EIS describes the potential for an accident involving a vehicle colliding with a fuel depot as a
result of increased traffic along Gosport Street (due to the bypass) as low. With the Option 4
alignment, the potential for an accident would be even lower, as two depots have now closed
and only Caltex would remain alongside the bypass. Consultation with Caltex fuel depot will
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be needed to ascertain and design for their specific access requirements under the Option 4
alignment.

 The hazards associated with the integrated traffic lights and railway level crossing on the
Gwydir Highway as outlined in the EIS would not change with the Option 4 alignment.

 Pedestrian refuges would still be required along the bypass to assist with the safety of
pedestrian traffic in an east-west direction.

 Water quality control measures to deal with the hazard of the spillage of harmful materials that
could enter the Mehi River have been dealt with in Section 5.2.11.

Transportation of dangerous goods
The EIS outlines the ways in which the bypass would reduce the risk of accidents involving
dangerous goods (Section 19.4.3).

The Option 4 alignment further reduces the risk of accidents involving dangerous goods by having
a safer geometry and design for all vehicles, and reducing the potential conflict points between
local and through traffic on Gosport Street.

Construction considerations
Hazards and risks during the construction of the bypass would be the same under the EIS alignment
or the Option 4 alignment and as such should be addressed as laid out in the EIS (Section 19.5).

5.2.14 Cumulative Impacts

East Moree Residential Area
The residents of the dwellings along Morton Street would be subject to a variety of impacts
associated with the Option 4 alignment. The proposed alignment change has the potential (through
increased traffic) to produce additional noise and visual impacts. Perceptions about increased
vibration and reduced air quality will need to be managed sensitively through an open consultation
process with the community. These impacts and perceptions would be mitigated to some extent by
the distance between the houses and the proposed bypass. However, as the noise criteria are likely
to be exceeded in this area without mitigation, measures such as a noise wall, noise mound or
architectural mitigation are required. (as described in Section 5.2.1).

Other Cumulative Impacts
Other cumulative impacts discussed in the EIS (Sections 20.3 and 20.4) do not specifically concern
the region of the Option 4 alignment.
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6. Implementation Stage

6.1 Proposed Safeguards
A summary of the proposed safeguards recommended in the EIS and concerning the Option 4
alignment is provided in Table 6-1. A complete list of measures for the bypass as a whole can be
found in the relevant Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) for this project.

 Table 6-1 Summary of Proposed Safeguards

Consultation and Communication

Implement consultation processes already underway (see Section 2.6) and contained in Section 8.1 of the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) for this project, including:

 Advertising in relevant newspapers;
 Establishing and maintaining an internet site;
 Establishing a Community Liaison Group;
 Consulting Affected Landowners; and
 Implementing a Complaints Management System.

Noise and Vibration

Construction of a vegetated noise wall / mound or architectural modifications to either side of the bypass.

Construction Air Quality

Establishment of an air quality monitoring program including dust monitoring equipment
Consultation with potentially affected residents prior to works being undertaken and ongoing throughout the
construction process
Employment of water sprays and tankers to dampen unsealed roads, stockpiles and other open areas
Washing down of vehicles to remove mud prior to leaving the construction areas
Dampening or covering of stockpiles to ensure proper stabilisation
Suspension of dust-generating work as necessary during extreme conditions such as very hot, dry and windy
weather
Covering of open trucks transporting spoil and fill
Stabilisation of exposed areas through revegetation or similar means as soon as possible following
construction
Prohibition of the burning of timber and other combustible materials
Maintenance of construction equipment to reduce potential for excessive emissions

Social

Detailed noise studies in relation to need for and construction of a vegetated noise wall / mound or
architectural treatments.
Compensation for properties acquired.
Tree planting and landscaping to address issues of shade and to prevent the noise mound being used as a
bike ramp.
Suitable location of pedestrian refuges or signalised intersections on the bypass.

Landscape, Visual and Urban Design

Street planting by Moree Shire Council as part of the Moree Township Street Tree Planting Sketch Plan.
Sculptured landform and tree and shrub planting to provide screening and a framework for the recognition of
the Moree Heritage Precinct.
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Construction of a vegetated noise mound or wall to provide additional landscaping opportunities and noise
mitigation for houses along Morton Street.

Erosion and Sediment Control

Installation of trash racks/GPT's (Gross Pollutant Traps) to prevent litter from discharging into receiving
waters.
Diversion of drainage to detention basins before entering the river system.
Staging of works to minimise soil and vegetation disturbance.
Completion of permanent waterway protection works as soon as possible.
Placement of silt traps along downstream ends of tabledrains, runoff areas, catch drains and sediment
ponds.
Construction of sediment ponds to collect excess sediment.
Identify buffer strips to minimise disturbance to the surrounding area.
Retention of existing vegetation to prevent soil exposure and to filter sediment from construction site runoff.
Stabilising exposed areas through vegetation or similar means as soon as possible following construction.
Regular inspections of erosion and sediment controls immediately after a rainfall event.
Regular inspection of silt traps and sediment ponds.
Training of site personnel to ensure proper implementation of the erosion and sediment control plans.

Water Pollution Control

Installation of sediment traps.
Directing stormwater runoff which may contain contaminants and suspended particles, into stormwater
drains to reduce runoff to the road and hence reduce the pollutant-laden water which may have otherwise
entered the surrounding area.
Installation of a trash racks / permanent GPT's.
Construction of water sediment ponds to trap and filter road runoff.
Construction of earth drains along the side of the proposed bypass to concentrate flow into basins and
chemical spillage ponds.
Provision of bunding to areas for storage of hazardous liquids.
Development and implementation of an ongoing maintenance program for the road, including inspections
and clean outs of temporary sediment basins.
Minimisation of the use of fertilisers and pesticides during the operation phase.
Clean up of chemical or sediment escape to a state no less than that prior to discharge.
Maintenance of drains to ensure continued effectiveness.

Hazards and Risks

Provision of a suitable number and location of pedestrian refuges and signalised intersections on the bypass
in order to allow the safe east-west pedestrian traffic.
Consultation with these Caltex fuel depot will be needed to ascertain and design for their specific access
requirements under the Option 4 alignment.
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6.2 Implementation
The Environmental Safeguards outlined in this document would be incorporated into the detailed
design phase of the proposed bypass and as part of its construction and operation. These safeguards
would reduce any potential adverse impact arising from the proposed works on the surrounding
environment.

6.3 Environmental Management Plan
A Project Environmental Management Plan (PEMP) would be prepared and implemented prior to
the construction and operation of the proposal, and would incorporate the information in this REF.
The PEMP would be updated following determination of this REF.

The environmental management measures recommended in this REF would be implemented to
ensure that the environment is adequately protected and that adverse impacts are avoided or
substantially ameliorated. The aim of the PEMP is to act principally as an environmental operations
manual for use by builders and operators of the bypass. It is also an advisory document for the
regulatory authorities and should be updated when required.

In addition, a Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would be prepared and
approved prior to commencing work on site. This CEMP would be a site-specific description of
how the contractor should implement environmental management and monitoring responsibilities
within the context of the construction activities required. The CEMP for this project would be
amended following determination of this REF to reflect any changes arising from Option 4
alignment.

6.4 Approvals, Permits and Licences
No additional licenses or approvals are required for the extended study area as detailed in this REF.
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7. Summary of Key Issues
A summary of the adverse and beneficial effects of the Option 4 alignment as discussed in Section
5.2 is provided below in Table 7-1

 Table 7-1  A summary of the adverse and beneficial effects of the Option 4 alignment

Beneficial effects of Option 4 Alignment Adverse effects of Option 4 Alignment

Noise and
Vibration

Decreased noise and vibration impacts for
properties west of the bypass.

Increased noise and vibration impacts for
properties east of the bypass. These
impacts can be largely mitigated through
construction of the proposed noise
mound or wall.

Construction
Air Quality

No difference in impact compared to EIS alignment.

Operational Air
Quality

Minor positive change in air quality for
properties west of the bypass.

Minor negative change in air quality for
properties east of the bypass.

Flooding No difference in impact compared to EIS alignment.
Drainage Reduced impact on existing drainage

services in Gosport Street.
Allows for a raised road design to improve
the drainage system.
Reduced pavement area, and thus reduced
earthworks.

Traffic and
Transport

Improved access to western properties
between Frome Street and Anne Street.
Better separation of local and bypass traffic.
Achieves a better design speed. Generally
provides safer horizontal and vertical
geometry.
Improved safety during construction due to
reduced traffic management issues.
Provides opportunity to increase shoulder
width if required. Lower or no contribution
required from Council.

Pedestrians must cross both the bypass
and Gosport Street to reach the town
centre instead of just crossing the
bypass.

Flora and
Fauna

Removal of several additional street
trees.

Economic,
Business and
Social Issues For properties to the west of alignment: For properties to the east of alignment:

Decreased disturbance during construction
allowing businesses to operate as normal.

Pedestrian impacts during construction.
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Beneficial effects of Option 4 Alignment Adverse effects of Option 4 Alignment

Decreased noise, vibration and air pollution
from traffic during operation of the bypass.

Increased noise and visual impacts from
traffic during operation of the bypass.
Perceptions and uncertainties about
future vibration and air quality.

Better and safer access to properties using
Gosport Street as a service road. Less
impact on businesses.

Possible decrease in property value due
to increased proximity to bypass.

Safety concerns for pedestrians who
must cross both the bypass and Gosport
Street to get west instead of just crossing
the bypass.
Installation of temporary crossing points
during construction.
Possible loss of rear lane access for
houses on Robinson Street.
Various concerns regarding the
possibility of a noise wall or mound (see
Section 5.2.8 for details).

Landscape,
Visual and
Urban Design
Issues

No difference in impact to the EIS alignment.
Landscaping plan would be revised to accommodate the new route but still adhere to the
principles outlined in the EIS.

Indigenous and
Non-
indigenous
Heritage

Decreased noise and vibration impacts for
the Moree Spa Baths and the Victoria Hotel.

Increased noise and vibration impacts on
the Moree Railway platform buildings.

Water quality No difference in impact compared to EIS alignment.
Topography,
Geology and
Soils

No difference in impact compared to EIS alignment.

Hazards and
Risks

Traffic accidents
Safer design due to safer horizontal and
vertical geometry.
Land uses
Potential hazard of trucks manoeuvring or
reversing within the road corridor to gain
access to properties within Gosport Street no
longer an issue.
Only two fuel depots located alongside the
bypass instead of four with the EIS
alignment.
Transportation of dangerous goods
Reduces the risk of accidents involving
dangerous goods by having a safer
geometry and design for all vehicles, and
reducing the potential conflict points between
local and through traffic on Gosport Street.
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Beneficial effects of Option 4 Alignment Adverse effects of Option 4 Alignment

Construction considerations
Benefit of not having to construct under
traffic, minimising potential traffic delays and
improving safety and overall construction
costs.

Cumulative
Effects

East Moree Residential Area
Potential to produce cumulative noise,
vibration, reduced air quality and visual
impacts for the residents of the dwellings
along Morton Street.
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8. Clause 228 Checklist
Clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 details those factors
which must be taken into account when consideration is being given to the likely impact of an
activity on the environment.  The checklist of Clause 228 has been based on the REF and refers
back to the EIS, as there have not been any major changes to the proposal. Table 8-1 is a summary
of the environmental assessment related to the factors to be considered under Clause 228:

 Table 8-1  Clause 228 Factors

Clause 228 Factor Consideration/Comment Effects

a) any environmental
impact on a community

The proposal has the potential to result in temporary
increases in noise levels, air and water pollution during
construction. Any impacts would be temporary and not
considered significant. Due to increased traffic during
operation of the bypass, residents of East Moree may be
impacted by additional noise and visual impacts. A
vegetated noise wall or mound is proposed to mitigate
these factors.

Short-term
negative
&
Long-term
negative

b) a transformation of a
locality

Construction operations would impact on the visual
nature of the landscape in the short-term, however, the
implementation of a revegetation program around the site
would mitigate any adverse visual impacts in the longer
term.  The construction of a vegetated noise wall or
mound would alter the locality for houses adjacent to it,
with both positive and negative outcomes.

Short-term
negative
&
Long-term
negative and
positive

c) any environmental
impact on the ecosystems
of the locality

The existing ecosystems located within and around the
proposed site have been simplified and degraded over
time.  By rehabilitating the site following construction, the
proposal is not expected to have any long-term impact on
the ecosystems of the locality.

Short-term
negative

d) any reduction of the
aesthetic, recreational,
scientific or other
environmental quality or
value of a locality

The proposal may result in short-term reduction in
aesthetic quality of the immediate environment.
However, once revegetation is implemented the
reductions are not considered to be significant, and with
landscaping may be improved. Any impacts on
environmental quality are expected to be minimal due to
the adoption of mitigation measures outlined in this REF
and detailed in the PEMP. The proposed operations
would not impact on any of the other qualities outlined
above.

Short-term
negative

e) any effect upon a
locality, place or building
having aesthetic,
anthropological,
archaeological,
architectural, cultural,
historical, scientific or
social significance or other
special value for present or
future generations

The Moree Spa Baths and the Victoria Hotel be further
from the bypass and therefore benefit from the Option 4
alignment. The Moree Railway station group will be closer
to the bypass and will be negatively affected by the
increased noise / vibration.

Short-term and
long-term
positive &
negative
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Clause 228 Factor Consideration/Comment Effects

f) any impact on the habitat
of protected or endangered
fauna (within the meaning
of the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1974)

The additional vegetation to be cleared consists of weed-
dominated grasslands and mostly non-endemic street
tree plantings, and was not identified in the EIS as habitat
for any protected or endangered fauna.

Nil

g) any endangering of any
species of animal, plant or
other form of life whether
living on land, in water or in
the air

There would be no endangering of any species of animal,
plant or other form of life whether living on land, in water
or in the air.

Nil

h) any long-term effects on
the environment

Due to the temporary nature of the proposed construction
operations, the detailed designs of the improvement
works and the safeguards to be implemented, there are
not expected to be any long-term effects on the
environment.

Nil

i) any degradation of the
quality of the environment

The implementation of appropriate safeguards as outlined
in this REF and detailed in the PEMP, would ensure that
there would be no significant degradation of the quality of
the environment.

Nil

j) risk to the safety of the
environment

The proposal would not present a risk to the safety of the
environment.

Nil

k) any reduction in the
range of beneficial uses of
the environment

The Option 4 alignment will require vacant railway land to
be acquired but will not reduce the range of beneficial
uses of the environment.

Nil

l) any pollution of the
environment

Pollution of the environment would consist of short-term
localised construction impacts and long-term impacts of
the operational bypass. This REF details the mitigation
measures which would be implemented to ensure that
pollutants entering the environment are minimised or
avoided in both circumstances.  Appropriate controls
include the installation of erosion and sedimentation
control structures, water pollution control structures and
noise mitigation measures. Such controls would be
regularly inspected and maintained.

Short-term
negative
&
Long-term
negative

m) any environmental
problems associated with
the disposal of waste

There would not be any environmental problems
associated with the disposal of waste associated with
Option 4. The project environmental management plan
(PEMP) would address the question of waste disposal
and the contractor would be required to comply with DEC
guidelines.

Nil

n) any increased demands
on resources (natural or
otherwise) that are, or are
likely to become, in short
supply

No increased demands would be made on the use of
resources which are, or are likely to become, scarce.

Nil

(o) any cumulative
environmental effect with
other existing or likely
future activities

Due to the temporary nature of the proposed construction
operations, it is unlikely that combined impacts
associated with other activities being undertaken in the
area would be significant.

Nil
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It is the view of the consultants preparing this REF that the proposed improvement works would
not have the potential to significantly affect the environment with implementation of the PEMP and
the proposed safeguards outlined in this report.
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10. Declaration
This Review of Environmental Factors provides a true and fair review of the proposal in relation to
its likely effects on the environment.  It addresses to the fullest possible extent all matters affecting
or likely to affect the environment as a result of the proposal.

Claire Brandenburger
Environmental Scientist
Sinclair Knight Merz

Date:

I have examined the Review of Environmental Factors and the declaration by Claire
Brandenburger, and accept the Review of Environmental Factors on behalf of the RTA.

Matthew Francisco
Project Manager
Northern Regional Office
Roads and Traffic Authority of NSW

Date:
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Overview
Moree is a rural township in the far north of NSW, which currently hosts traffic from the Newell
Highway through the central business district. A bypass of the town centre that closely follows the
existing rail line, was approved by the Minister for Planning in July 2004, subject to Conditions.

1.2 Purpose
This Review of Environmental Factors (REF) has been prepared on behalf of the RTA to assess the
noise and vibration Impacts associated with a realignment of the approved route between
approximate chainages of 400 and 1500.

1.3 Proposed Changes to the Alignment
Figure 1-1 shows the EIS alignment and the proposed re-alignment of the route.  The changes to
the EIS alignment occur between Frome Street South at the Gosport Street Intersection and Anne
Street.  The proposed re-alignment is likely to affect existing residences on both sides of the
bypass.  Residences on the western side will experience a reduction of potential noise impacts
while residences on the eastern side would experience an increase in potential noise levels from the
bypass.  The proposed change in the alignment will however make it possible to implement
different forms of mitigation in some areas.
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 Figure 1-1 Moree Bypass – EIS Alignment and Proposed Realignment
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2. Legislative and Other Requirements

2.1.1 Noise
Road traffic noise goals identified in the EIS are applied from the Department of Environment and
Conservation’s (DEC) Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise (ECRTN) guideline.  The
appropriate noise goals for the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town centre are listed in
Table 2.1 below.  The assessment methodology and application of the noise criteria are taken from
the RTA’s Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM).

 Table 2.1 Road Traffic Noise Base Criteria

Road category Daytime Levels Night-time levels
New Freeway LAeq (15hour)  55 dB (A) LAeq (9hour) 50 dB (A)
Redevelopment of an existing
freeway

LAeq (15hour)  60 dB (A) LAeq (9hour) 55 dB (A)

The road category applicable for the realignment is that of a New Freeway and is defined in the
ECRTN as:

“New freeway/arterial refers to a freeway, arterial or sub-arterial road that is proposed on a
‘corridor’ that has not previously been a freeway, arterial or sub-arterial road; or an existing
freeway, arterial or sub-arterial that is being substantially realigned.”

2.1.2 Vibration
Vibration has different effects depending on the where the impacts are encountered.  The effects
could be seen as damage to a building structure or it may even be felt by the occupants of a
building causing disruption to daily activities. These impacts have different standards detailing the
criteria for allowable levels of vibration.  The two documents used to assess these impacts are:

 Human Comfort - Vibration from operations with regard to human comfort within a building
envelope should comply with the British Standard BS 6472: - 1992 Evaluation of Human
Exposure to Vibration in Buildings.

 Criteria for Building Structures - Vibration from activities with regard to building damage
will comply with the German standard DIN 4150: Part 3 – 1999 Effects of Vibration on
Structures.

Of the two, the human comfort criteria have the most stringent vibration levels to be achieved and
are often used as the project specific criteria. Predictions carried out for the EIS indicated that
vibration impacts for the project are not expected to result in levels that will exceed the human
comfort criteria.
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3. Noise and Vibration Impacts

3.1 Factors affecting road traffic noise
Road traffic noise may be influenced by many factors, some of which would tend to reduce the
noise impacts at a receiver.  Table 3.1 lists some of the more important variables that have been
considered as part of the assessment of the proposed realignment.

 Table 3.1 Factors Affecting Road Traffic Noise

Variable Description

Traffic volumes and mix The number of vehicles using the road as well as the proportion
of heavy to light vehicles.

Traffic speed An increase in traffic speed generally causes an increase in tyre
noise.

Road surface types May be either dense or open graded asphalt or other types such
as concrete, asphaltic concrete or stone mastic asphalt as
applicable. Each surface type generates different levels of tyre
noise.

Gradient of roadway Noise level change as a result of traffic climbing or descending
hills compared with traffic travelling along flat gradients.

Ground topography Natural topographic features such as hills and valleys can shield
residences from traffic noise.

Height of receivers May be single or multiple storey residential dwellings. The height
of the receiver would influence the exposure to traffic noise and
the ability to mitigate adverse impacts.

Air and ground
absorption

Noise levels reduce with increasing distance and ground
vegetation.

Attenuation due to
building structures

Existing buildings and structures may provide shielding of traffic
noise to varying degrees.

3.2 Identification of Sensitive receivers
Noise sensitive receivers potentially affected by the proposed re-alignment have been described in
the EIS and are reproduced in Table 3.2.  Where more than one property may be affected in the
immediate area, representative residential addresses for receiver locations have been identified as
part of a Noise Catchment Area (NCA). The concept of NCA is used where there are several
receivers in the general vicinity of proposed works.  The nearest affected receiver will be
nominated as being representative of the wider group within the NCA.  This key receiver will then
be used to identify noise mitigation requirements for itself and the other nearby residences. While
the EIS did not identify the NCA’s W and Z, they have been included in this assessment as the
result of increased noise levels from the proposed re-alignment of the bypass.  Figure 3-1 shows
the area that each of the NCA in the vicinity of the bypass.
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 Figure 3-1 Noise Catchment Areas
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3.3 Methodology
The model has assumed traffic volumes as well as vehicle speeds consistent with the EIS along
with Dense Grade Asphaltic Concrete (DGAC) pavement for comparison to the EIS option.  There
is the possibility that the posted vehicle speeds will be increased to 70 km/h for the southern
section of the bypass.  The heavy vehicle content of a road section will affect the noise levels
attributable to a change in posted speeds.  Based on the traffic figures for the bypass, an increase of
approximately 1 dB(A) in the predicted noise levels would be expected.

Traffic noise at each receiver has been predicted for each of the route options using the Calculation
of Road Traffic Noise (CoRTN) method applied through a SoundPLAN noise modelling program.
The CoRTN method predicts the LA10, 18 hour and the LA10, 1 hour noise levels at a receiver location
based on the parameters listed in Table 3.1.  The results are then modified by the relationship, LA10,

period = LAeq, period  + 3 dB(A), to predict the LAeq,15hour and LAeq,9hour noise levels. Both the DEC and
RTA support the use of the CoRTN algorithms and the correction to LAeq values.

A further correction of +2.5 dB(A) has been added to the LAeq, period  results to correct for facade
reflections in accordance with the ENMM and ECRTN guidelines.  Studies conducted in Australia
show that this correction may be conservative and slightly overestimate noise impacts depending
on local conditions.

CoRTN sets the height of the traffic stream at 0.5 m above pavement height, irrespective of the
heavy vehicle content within the traffic stream.  To account for the large proportion of heavy
vehicles in the traffic stream the CoRTN calculation has been modified to incorporate three
different source heights.  These three heights are 0.5 m for truck tyres and cars, 1.5 m for truck
engines and 3.0 m for truck exhausts.  The source emissions have been adjusted to account for the
relative differences in the sound pressure levels accordingly. The model provides the unmitigated
noise impacts at a height of 2m representing a single storey residence.

3.4 Predicted Noise and Vibration Impacts

3.4.1 Noise
The night time noise levels for traffic on the bypass are typically only 2 dB(A) below the estimated
day time levels.  As the night time noise limits are more stringent than those during the day, night
time levels will tend to be the controlling noise influence on the project.

Noise predictions were made for the residences in the noise catchment zones K, O, R, N, W, and Z.
Noise impacts for the proposed realignment are expected to decrease by between 6-7 dB(A) for
residences to the west of the bypass and increase by between 2-5 dB(A) for residences to the east of
the bypass. In all cases except for NCA Z1 the night time traffic noise impacts for are predicted to
be above the ECRTN criterion.  Figure 3-2 presents the results of traffic noise predictions for the
re-alignment without noise mitigation.
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 Figure 3-2 Predicted LAeq 9hr (Night) Noise Contours Without Mitigation
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 Table 3.2 Predicted Night Time Noise Levels – Without Mitigation

Block Designation Criteria

LAeq 9 Hr

EIS Predicted

LAeq 9 Hr

New Alignment

LAeq 9 Hr

Difference

(NEW - EIS)
K4 50 62 56 -6
K5 50 62 56 -6
K6 50 62 56 -6
K7 50 62 57 -5
K8 50 62 57 -5

K11 50 58 54 -4
O1 50 49 53 4
O2 50 49 53 4
O3 50 49 53 4
O4 50 49 53 4
O5 50 49 53 4
O6 50 49 53 4
O7 50 49 53 4
O8 50 49 53 4
O9 50 49 53 4

O10 50 50 54 4
O11 50 50 54 4
O12 50 50 54 4
O13 50 50 54 4
O14 50 50 54 4
O15 50 50 54 4
O16 50 50 54 4
R2 50 62 56 -6
R5 50 62 56 -6
R6 50 62 56 -6
N1 50 51 53 2
N2 50 51 53 2
N3 50 52 54 2
N4 50 52 54 2
N5 50 52 54 2
N6 50 52 54 2
W1 50 50 55 5
Z1 50 48 50 2

Noise mitigation in the form of noise walls and earth mounds has been modelled to reduce the
predicted traffic noise levels to within the ECRTN criterion.  Figure 3-3 shows the location and
heights of the proposed noise barriers in relation to the affected residences.  In practice these noise
barriers could be earth mounds or noise walls.  The option of architectural treatments over noise
barriers should be considered where the impacts are limited to only several residences.  The use of
Barriers and architectural treatments is determined by a cost benefit analysis that compares the
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reduction in noise level verses the cost of implementation.  For the Newell Highway bypass of the
Moree town centre a traditional cost benefit analysis may not reflect the true cost of noise mounds
due to the possible cost savings of the relocation of excess spoil.  Table 3.3 details the results of
the traffic noise predictions after the implementation of the noise barriers.

 Figure 3-3 Proposed Bypass Re-alignment Noise Barriers
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 Figure 3-4 Predicted LAeq 9hr (Night) Noise Contours Including Noise Barriers
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 Table 3.3 Predicted Night Time Noise Levels With Noise Walls

Block Designation Criterion

LAeq 9 Hr

New Alignment

LAeq 9 Hr

(with barriers)

Difference

(NEW -
Criterion)

K4 50 50 0
K5 50 50 0
K6 50 50 0
K7 50 51 1
K8 50 50 0

K11 50 50 0
O1 50 50 0
O2 50 50 0
O3 50 50 0
O4 50 50 0
O5 50 50 0
O6 50 50 0
O7 50 50 0
O8 50 50 0
O9 50 50 0

O10 50 50 0
O11 50 50 0
O12 50 50 0
O13 50 50 0
O14 50 50 0
O15 50 50 0
O16 50 50 0
R2 50 51 1
R5 50 51 1
R6 50 50 0
N1 50 50 0
N2 50 50 0
N3 50 50 0
N4 50 50 0
N5 50 50 0
N6 50 50 0
W1 50 50 0
Z1 50 50 0

The use of noise barriers will bring all residences except for K7, R2, and R5 to below the ECRTN’s
external night time noise criterion.
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3.4.2 Vibration
The EIS predicted that operational vibration levels would not be exceeded within 20 metres of the
road.  The proposed re-alignment will move the road up to a maximum of 60 metres further away
from residential and commercial receivers.  The residences on the eastern side of the bypass will
still be in excess of 90 metres from the road where the re-alignment is proposed.
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4. Noise and Vibration Management Measures

4.1 Noise Mitigation Measures
The realignment of the bypass will be a new traffic noise impact for the residences adjacent to the
road between chainages 400 to 1500.  However the realignment of the road will provide a better
opportunity to implement mitigation for affected residences along this section of the project route.
The predicted noise impacts will need to be mitigated to reduce the estimated level to the criterion
level detailed in Table 2.1.

A range of noise mitigation measures could be employed to manage road traffic noise at nearby
residences.  While these measures may provide an acoustic benefit in some cases, the cost and
practicality of implementation can limit the use of some options. Some of these mitigation options
provide a benefit to the wider community (e.g. noise barriers and quiet pavements) while others are
more specifically designed to benefit an individual residence (e.g. architectural treatments).  The
following generalised measures would be considered as part of the overall plan to manage road
traffic noise as the result of the revised alignment.

 Pavement Surfacing in noise sensitive areas: Different road surfaces result in different noise
emissions from roadways, particularly at higher traffic speeds.

 Noise mounds and/or roadside barriers: Landscaped noise mounds and/or roadside barriers
are common along many sections of existing road networks in Australia.  The required location
and height of mounds and barriers is determined, in part, by the prevailing noise levels and the
topography of the immediate area.  They can be difficult to use effectively in situations where
access is required to the property, and their use can result in visual impacts, and
overshadowing when located close to a dwelling.

 Architectural acoustic treatment of existing dwellings: Treatments in the form of window
glazing upgrades or the installation of air-conditioning or mechanical ventilation systems so
that windows and doors may be kept closed may be considered reasonable and feasible in
certain cases.

The use of noise mounds for the project is the preferred option for the re-alignment, as this will
provide the wider community with a reduced noise impact.  The use of excess spoil for noise
mitigation measures has a twofold purpose for the Newell Highway bypass of the Moree town
centre:

1) The removal of spoil from the site will be a costly exercise requiring additional time and
expense in dumping the excess some 10km’s away.  Reuse of the spoil on site will therefore
reduce haulage and disposal costs; and
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2) Reuse of the spoil as a noise mitigation method also reduces the cost of noise barriers, which
can be a costly item for road projects.  Noise mounds are also able to be landscaped and have a
more pleasing visual appearance than a noise wall.

It is recognised that while there are benefits of this method of noise mitigation, the use of earth
mounds will be restricted by the availability of land space next to the proposed re-alignment.

The use of architectural treatments for noise mitigation is generally limited to the installation of
mechanical ventilation systems so that the windows and doors can remain closed and thereby
reduce the internal noise levels.  The effectiveness of this type of noise mitigation is also heavily
reliant on the construction of the building to which it is being applied.

The cost of implementing specific mitigation strategies for the project may not be able to be
finalised for the REF at this stage of the project. The type of mitigation used would ultimately rely
on the amount of excess spoil and associated relocation costs, the availability of land for resale, the
cost of noise walls and the effectiveness of architectural treatments. For the bypass a combination
of earth mounds, noise walls and architectural treatments/ ventilation may result in the most cost-
effective outcome to achieve the ECRTN criterion levels.  For example a 2m high earth mound
with a 1.5m wall would achieve a similar result as a 3.5m wall or mound.  Where the criterion
cannot be met with this method at some residences, further treatments may be offered.


